Series: The Journey to Biblical Manhood
Challenge 11: Leadership, Session 2

Jesus Picks Unremarkable Men To Do Remarkable Things
with Pat Morley

NOTES:

The Big Idea: ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

TABLE TALK:

1. How badly do you want to do something remarkable? How is it going so far?

2. Jesus was meticulous to pick twelve men so ordinary they had zero draft potential as leaders to anyone else. Surely there were plenty of highly qualified leaders with great resumes at his disposal. Given the high stakes, it was a breathtaking move. Why did Jesus stake the success of his mission on such unremarkable men according to 1 Corinthians 1:26-2:5? How does this pertain to us today?

3. The Disciples were unremarkable men who accomplished something remarkable. Is there any reason to think Jesus wouldn’t want to accomplish something remarkable through you? How does Jesus prepare ordinary men like us to have a remarkable impact?

Our mission is to help you grow as a disciple and disciple-maker—starting at home. To make that as easy as possible we’ve put together a complete overview of our services and resources at www.maninthemirror.org and learn 4 ways you can get more involved. We’re always going to be stronger together.

Email Pat at patrickmorley@maninthemirror.org or Brett at baclemmer@maninthemirror.org.